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Abstract

Background: An inevitable expectation for an Agile workflow is a higher level of change and 
uncertainty regarding requirements and tasks, which can ultimately have impacts on team 
member emotional states. The extent of such emotion impacts has motivated our research into 
the manner in which emotional states evolve in an Agile setting, along with whether such 
emotions can be accurately measured.
Method/Results: We developed Emotimonitor, a Trello power-up designed to capture 
information on emotions of team members as they relate to their technical tasks through a 
user-friendly interface.
Conclusion: Emotimonitor will better enable team members to express their emotional states 
through emoji reactions on Trello cards, while also providing team leaders with a dashboard 
summarising these reactions as visualisations and statistical data.
Implications: Emotimonitor is extensible and potentially provides an outlet for team members 
operating in Agile environments to better express their emotional states.



Background / Aims

Emotions may have a fundamental impact on an Agile team’s ability to maintain 
productivity and sustain a healthy working environment [1, 2]. As such, the 
implications of not being able to acknowledge emotional states in order to 
actualise improvements in team processes is the main basis for our development 
of Emotimonitor. We wanted to answer the following research question: Can 
developers' emotional responses to changes in project requirements be 
captured effectively by extending project management tools, such as Trello?



Methods / What did we do?

We selected Harmon-Jones et al’s [3] emotion schema consisting of 8 emotions 
as the basis. Then we incrementally developed Emotimonitor which has a Web 
App hosted by us that serves a Trello power-up embedded within the Trello web 
app as IFrames; and a backend consisting of a PostgreSQL database and 
accompanying REST API used to perform operations on the captured emotion 
data. Finally, we conducted a minor user study (a student group) and Hoda 
evaluated the tool from the expert perspective.



Summary of findings

1. Tool: A proof-of-concept Trello extension for Agile Teams to:
● Record emotional responses in Trello cards
● Monitor the emotional responses for each Trello card and across the project 

through a dashboard

2. User study resulted in suggestions for improvements



Conclusions

Unlike existing alternatives that adopt underlying machine learning to produce 
conclusions of emotion states, Emotimonitor provides flexibility for team members 
to record their emotions real-time through Trello. Accompanying this flexibility is 
the ability for managers to gauge the collective emotional states in their team and 
thereby identify any underlying issues. 
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Emotion Capturing at Trello card Dashboard summarizing emotions across card(s) over a range of dates
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